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As part of a continuing effort to ascertain the Late Quater-
nary history of the Ross Sea region, studies are underway on
the sedimentology and microfossils in Ross Sea cores (see
Kellogg et al., 1978). Data obtained from Eltanin cores, and
cores collected from USCGC Glacier (Kellogg and Truesdale,
1976) show that a thin layer (less than 2 meters) of diatom-
rich sediment of probable Holocene age covers the Ross Sea
floor. Beneath the diatom-rich sediment (unit A) is a thin
Transition Zone consisting of well-sorted, sandy sediments
containing a diatom flora indicative of sediments winnowed
by bottom currents. The Transition Zone overlies unit B, a
thick, (more than 20 meters) till-like sediments that contains
reworked diatom species with stratigraphic ranges in the

Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene. Unit B is probably of
late Pleistocene age and may represent material that was
mechanically reworked by grounded ice of an expanded West
Antarctic Ice Sheet during the last and, perhaps, previous
glacial advances.

Interpretation of these sedimentary units and their consti-
tuent microfossils is currently hampered by a lack of ade-
quate, absolute-age control. Ross Sea sediments have few
Foraminifera, and coccoliths are absent from the region.
These conditions make radiocarbon-dating of carbonate im-
possible. A small amount of organic carbon is present in unit
A (2 to 4 percent), and radiocarbon-dating of this material is
possible if large enough samples are used. A composite sam-
ple was prepared by combining sediment from unit A in three
trigger cores (GL 76-1, GL 76-12, and GL 76-13) from the
southern Ross Sea. This samDle (QL-1 125) has a radiocar-
bon age of 7,360'700 (M. Stuiver, written communication,
1978) the date has a large analytical uncertainty but clearly
shows a Holocene age.

The. major objective of this year's coring project was to ob-
tain cores suitable for additional dating of unit A, to substan-
tiate an hypothesis that this sediment was deposited during
the Holocene. Secondary objectives included collection of
cores from areas where core coverage is scanty, collection of
cores suitable for sedimentary analyses of till-like unit B, and
cores suitable for testing an hypothesis that the boundary be-
tween unit A and the Transition Zone is time-transgressive.

Planning for the 1977-78 field season concentrated on
avoiding problems that occurred during the 1976 season. A
core-pipe straightener was obtained. A Raytheon model
UGR-196 precision depth recorder was installed aboard
USCGS Glacier to aid in core site selection. A cruise track was
plotted in conjunction with other principal investigators who
shared ship time.
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Core locations, water depth, and length.

	

Water	 Trigger
Core	 Date	Basisa	Latitude (S.) Longitude	 depth	Length	core

	

(meters)	(centimeters)	length
(centimeters)

GL 78-1	 12/28/77	DR	 70015?	179040'E.	 3,508	1,114	 58
GL 78-2	 12/29/77	0	73036'	175048'E.	 481	 50	 15
GL 78-3	 12/30/77	0	73034?	175048' E.	 470	 23	 6
GL 78-4	 12/30/77	0	73034?	175048'E.	 470	 282	 14
GL 78-5	 12/31/77	RDR	74058'	170°10'E.	 384	 110	 14
GL 78-6	 12/31/77	RDR	75027'	169°37'E.	 461	 125	 6
GL 78-7	 1/1/78	 RDR	76023'	166°53'E.	 719	 387	 8
GL 78-8	 1/1/78	 RDR	76029'	167°20'E.	 777	 383	 32
GL 78-9	 1/2/78	 RDR	76058'	167052'E.	 437	 196	 -
GL 78-10	1/2/78	 RDR	77010'	168005'E.	 900	 601	 -
GL 78-11	 1/2/78	 IWR	77°10.3'	168°06'E.	 899	 726	 -
GL 78-12 b	1/11/78	 DR	 78016'	175015'W.	 538	 274	 32GL 7813b	1/12/78	 DR	78035'	164040'W.	 554	 240	 42
GL 78-14b	1/13/78	 DR	76030'	164000'W.	 776	 345	 -
GL 78-15	 1/13/78	 DR	76000'	162030'W.	2,009	 310	 24GL 7816b	1/13/78	 DR	76002'	162030'W.	1,938	 288	 32
GL 78-17b	1/14/78	 DR	76007'	171013'W.	 512	 348	 34
GL 78-18b	1/15/78	 75034?	174025'W.	 525	 390	 20
GL 78-19	 1/15/78	 75001'	177030'W.	 439	 -	 -
GL 78-20	1/15/78	 7500'	180000'	 454	 557	 -
GL78-21'	1/16/78	 RDR	76011'	167°46'E.	 618	 156	 22
GL 78-22	 1/16/78	 RDR	76047.2'	164°04'E.	 695	 125	 16

Total recovery (centimeters)

'DR = Dead reckoning fix (possible poor quality); RDR = radar fix (good to excellent quality); ® = celestial fix (possible large errors).
bCore liner extracted from core pipe while in vertical position.

A method was devised for extracting core liners from core
pipes while they were still in the vertical position. This pro-
cedure was necessary because previous experience had shown
that the very soft, diatom-rich sediment (unit A) at the tops of
Ross Sea cores frequently was lost during extraction of the
liners from the pipes.

USCGs Glacier departed from Wellington, New Zealand,
on 19 December 1977. The first core was taken on 28 Decem-
ber from the base of the Ross Sea continental slope in 3,500
meters of water (see figure). Additional cores were obtained
from the western Ross Sea between 29 December and 2Janu-
ary. Glacier then began an easterly leg along the Ross Ice Shelf
margin but was recalled to McMurdo on 3 January to assist
Burton Island and Polar Star with the channel break. It was 7
days before Glacier was released to continue the science
program. The ship then cruised to the Bay of Whales, where
two cores were taken. Later, a 1-day storm and heavy ice con-
ditions in the eastern Ross Sea required a modification of the
ship's track to permit us to meet our scheduled arrival at
McMurdo. Many cores taken during this latter leg were ex-
tracted successfully from the core pipes while they were
almost vertical.

On arrival at McMurdo on 17 January, 21 piston cores,
totaling 70.3 meters of sediment, and 16 trigger cores had
been obtained (see table). An accident during the unloading
of the cores from Glacier occurred when the box containing
the piston cores dropped about 4 meters to the deck of USNS
Maumee. The box broke open, spilling broken cores over the
deck. An effort to salvage as much material as possible
resulted in the loss of only 0.6 meters of sediment. Damage to
the detailed stratigraphy of the diatom-rich, soupy sediment

of unit A was impossible to judge and will remain so until the
cores are opened at the Antarctic Core Facility in
Tallahassee. Most of the cores were partially frozen and
probably did not sustain serious damage.

If the damage is not serious, cores obtained during this
field season should be adequate to fulfill the field objectives.
Unfortunately, the ship's satellite navigation system was in-
operative during the cruise, making the precision depth
records useless for improving charts of the region and causing
uncertainty about some of the core locations listed in the ta-
ble.

We thank the officers and crew of usccc Glacier for their
invaluable assistance which contributed to the success of this
program. This research was sponsored by National Science
Foundation grant DPP 77-21083.
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